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1. Overview 
The ServiceNow Release Notes for June 2014 summarizes all of the additions, enhancements, 

and fixes that moved into production for use starting June 4, 2014. 

2. Enhancements 
 General 

 Added Service Level Agreement (SLA) notifications to the Activity log of SLA records, for 

easier testing and review of historical notifications. 

 Created the ability for IT Field Services and the IT Service Desk to confirm the status of 

various technical exceptions and exemptions in order to respond accordingly when 

dealing with customers and computers.  This information is now tracked in the User record 

and Computer Asset record. 

 Incident 

 Updated the assignment email notifications to include “Unit/Service Area” field 

information.  This information only appears in the notification if the Unit/Service Area field 

contains data. 

 Created email to ticket integrations for Controller’s Office/Payroll using the emails 

“payroll@ucsf.edu”, “payrollprocessing@ucsf.edu”, and “blucard@berkeley.edu”, that create 

tickets for CO Solution Center. 

 Added the "Caused By Change" field back to the Incident form (Related Records tab), 

which had been removed as part of the Major Incident Review implementation.  The "Caused 

By Change" field is writable until the Incident is turned into a Major Outage ticket, then this 

field is marked as read only.  Any value in the "Caused By Change" field when the Incident is 

turned into a Major Outage ticket will be copied to the "Change Number" field located on the 

Major Incident Review tab.  Finally, if the "Change Number" field is updated with a new value, 

this value is copied to the read-only field "Caused by Change".  This item implemented the 

evening of 5/20/2014. 

 Change 

 Added a new module under the Change navigation pane called “Scorecards” that display 

gauge reports for Enterprise, ITS, Medical Center, and SOM. 

 Knowledge 

 Updated the Knowledge form to allow a “Parent” group to be placed in the Owner Group 

field.  This allows for a wider range of Owners that just a single assignment group.  In 

addition, created a new role named “Knowledge Master” that is allowed to modify any 

Knowledge article, regardless of Owner Group or Owner.  This role is limited to knowledge 

process owners. 
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 Employee Self Service (ESS) 

 Updated the Get IT Help form by clarifying the “More Information” drop-down under 

Description of Request and by adding a “Preferred Contact Method” field.  The “More 

Information” text now states: “Please provide a detailed description of the issue. For example, 

describe the current behavior compared to the expected behavior. Include the steps 

necessary to see the issue.”  The “Preferred Contact Method” field is required and once-

selected is copied to the user’s profile record so the user only needs to set it once.  The 

options are: Phone, Email, No Preference. 

 Updated the service catalog "Campus & School of Medicine Account Request Form" 

including adding a Start Date field with a warning if the user selects a date less than 3 days 

from today; updated wording to clarify Account Request Types; and new section named 

Request Computer Setup. 

 Created a new field called Notes/Special Instructions on the service catalog “Campus 

Active Directory Resource Account Request”. 

 Request Item 

 Updated the request item “Telephone Hardware and Voice Services Request” so that the 

email that is sent to AT&T for UCSF voice orders contains the ticket number (RITM) in the 

subject line. 

 Updated request item and catalog task forms for "Campus & School of Medicine Account 

Request Form" to include a new notification when the Share Drive task is completed; adding 

email functionality from Catalog Task; adding the Identity Authentication icon to the Request 

Item. 

 Software Development LifeCycle (SDLC) 

 Created a new field called Watch List on the “Enhancement or Defect” form.  Users 

placed on the Watch List are considered “interested users” like a customer.  In addition, new 

notifications were created and are sent to the Customer and Watch List users upon Open, 

Close/Cancel, and Re-Open. 

3. Fixes 
 General 

 Fixed an issue where an opt-in setting on the group record "Email Sets INC State" was 

no longer working.  This item implemented the evening of 5/9/2014. 

 Fixed an issue where erroneous text "code /code" was showing in emails sent from 

browsers with certain add-ons that caused scripting errors in tickets.  This item implemented 

the evening of 5/9/2014. 
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 Incident 

 Fixed an issue when printing an Incident record, where after printing and closing the print-

preview window, users would erroneously see an error “Changes have been made.  

Continuing will discard the changes.  Are you sure you want to leave the page?”. 

 Rolled-back an enhancement where a user sends an email from within a ticket it would 

adjust the "Updated" field.  If the user stays working on the ticket, when they attempted to 

save the ticket with another field change, it generated an error that the same user had 

previously modified the ticket.  This item implemented the evening of 5/8/2014. 

 Fixed an issue when creating a Child Incidents from a Parent Incident and information 

was no longer being pushed to the Child Incident from the Parent.  This item implemented the 

evening of 5/9/2014. 

 Fixed an issue where the Major Incident Review tab was visible when opening a new 

Incident, before saving it to the database.  This item implemented the evening of 5/14/2014. 

 Employee Self Service (ESS) 

 Fixed the View My Tickets page so that is loads in a few seconds instead of 15+ seconds. 

 Fixed an issue for service catalog requests “Telephone Hardware and Voice Services 

Request” where a Medical Center customer did not adjust the default setting of “Campus”.  In 

this case, the request needed to be reassigned to Medical Center but workflow would prevent 

the closure of these requests due to automated tasks that were still open.  Adjusted the field 

“What organization is this request for” so it is now a drop-down selection rather than 

defaulting to Campus.  In addition, when this request is reassigned from Campus to Medical 

Center or vice-versa, the workflows are reset to prevent closure issues. 

 Fixed an issue where customers could adjust the Incident State field while viewing tickets 

on the My Help Tickets tab under “View My Tickets”. 


